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President’s Report
Maree Curran
Time certainly doesn’t stand still in the Nursery Industry. Much has been achieved in the last
12 months, and we will showcase some of the highlights in this Annual Report. We started
with a strong spring, with many members reporting significant increases in sales over the
previous year. From January-June, however, widespread rain and flooding severely impacted
the industry and the mood became a little more sombre. Now, in late September 2013, we
are enjoying strong spring sales again.
Our membership stands at a little under 300. This has been pretty steady now for the last
two years, reversing the trend of declining member number in previous years.
We have had some outstanding successes this year. The Premier of NSW, The Honourable
Barry O’Farrell MP, accepted our invitation to open one of our flagship events, Green Expo
Sydney. He was accompanied by the The Honourable Katrina Hodgkinson MP, Minister for
Primary Industries and Minister for Small Business, who took the opportunity to launch
the new NSW Government Biosecurity Strategy. The local member, Dr Geoff Lee MP for
Parramatta, was also present. This was an outstanding demonstration of support for our
industry, and we were very grateful for their attendance.
The Annual Green Industries Charity Golf Day was a huge success, raising over $6,000 for
the Ingham Institute and honouring the contribution made to our industry by the late Mike
Skegg.
We accepted an invitation to participate in the inaugural Australian Garden Show Sydney.
Our garden, ‘Susended’ was designed by Brendan Moar, and was superb. It won the Gold
Medal and ‘Best in Show’ award. I extend sincere congratulations and heartfelt thanks
to all involved. This was indeed a great way to showcase the nursery industry, and, more
importantly, to demonstrate the power and beauty of plants in everyday life. ‘Suspended’
celebrated the ‘Plant Life Balance’ theme, with the shape and form of plants leading the
design of the space, rather than just fitting in to the architecture. Plants were well and truly
front and centre, exactly where we want them to be.
The advocacy work undertaken by NGINA has continued, and we have made submissions to
several State Government inquiries on a range of issues.
We are making excellent progress in developing solutions for supply chain efficiencies to
industry, working with key stakeholders to ensure a robust, effective system.
We continue to provide technical and business training opportunities to members. To this
end, we took the decision to appoint a second, part-time Industry Development Officer (IDO)
to support the excellent work that Michael Danelon carries out. Des Boorman is based in
Lismore and provides IDO services to members in the northern part of the state. He comes to
us with extensive experience in our industry and other related fields, and we welcome him
aboard.
Our flagship publication, Nursery and Garden News, was re-designed to create a more
contemporary feel, and to make it more relevant to readers.
Our State Conference, held in early July 2013, was a re-sounding success, and a credit to all
those involved in organising the event. We are also very much in involved in the planning of
the 2014 NGIA national conference, which will be held in Sydney.
Financially, we are in a sound position. The Association posted a loss of just over $90,000
for the year. This was almost completely attributable to a fall in rental income due to the
departure of a major tenant at the Rouse Hill Property. This was obviously a matter of grave
concern to the Board, and so, after review, it was decided that the property would be taken

off the market in order to secure rental income. Once the market for commercial property in the area improves, and we are
advised that this could be a period in the order of 3 years, the Board may consider putting it back on the market. But in the
meantime, we have taken on additional tenants and will see a substantial improvement in rental income in the coming year.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board members for their support and dedication throughout the year.
It’s a big commitment, and a big responsibility, to be involved at this level, and I value the contribution that every member
makes. This year we farewell Jeff Cooke from the Board. Jeff, President from 2010-2012, has been a tireless campaigner
for our industry, and particularly for our members. We have all learned much from him, and thank him for his outstanding
contribution.
The NGINA staff, led by CEO David Foster, also deserve our hearty thanks for the work that they do in ensuring that
everything runs smoothly. They provide an excellent level of service, and continue to find ways to help us make our
Association stronger and more relevant to our members. I am absolutely confident that our Association is in very good hands
indeed.
Finally, I’d like to acknowledge the vital role played by the Regional Groups and Special Interest Groups in the success of the
Association at a local level. I’d like to thank those members who are involved in driving activities in their local area or interest
group. These people work extraordinarily hard to organise Trade Days, meetings and other opportunities to get together and
discuss common issues, share information, and learn from each other in a friendly and relaxed environment. This grass roots
involvement is a cornerstone of NGINA.
Yours sincerely

Maree Curran
President NGINA
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Meet the NGINA Board
of Directors
President ~ Maree Curran
From Eden at Byron
Portfilios
• Finance & Investment
• Garden Retailers Group NSW / ACT

Regional Responsibilities
• Northern Rivers &
• Tweed Brunswick

Contact T. 0413 929 171 E. maree@edenatbyron.com.au

Vice President
~ Doug
Shelton

Jeff Cooke
From Ramm Botanicals
Portfolios
• Finance & Investment

From Brunnings Garden
Products, NSW
Portfolios
• Environment & Technical
• Grievance Committee
Regional Responsibilities
• ACT & South West
• South Coast

Cheryl Hajje
From Kenthurst Nursery
Portfolio
• Marketing (Incl. GES &
N & G News)
Contact
T. 0418 458 708
E. cheryl.hajje@
kenthurstnursery.com.au

John van der Ley
From Vanderley Nursery
Portfolios
• Training, Education & Human
Resources
• Trade Day
Regional Responsibility
• Mid North Coast
Contact T. 0417 423 768
E. john@abundance.net.au

Regional Responsibility
• Central Coast Hunter

Contact
T. 0411 751 107
E. doug@brunningsnsw.
com.au

Contact
T. 0418 487 446
E. jeff.cooke@ramm.com.au

Mark Engall
From Engall’s Nursery
Portfolios
• Trade Day
• Accreditation Membership
Regional Responsibility
• Sydney
Contact
T. 0412 909 579
E. mark@engalls.com.au

Maroun Maait
From Alpine Treemovals
Portfolios
• NextGen & Membership
Regional Responsibilities
• Western & Interstate
Contact
T. 0412 267 567
E. maroun@treemovals.com.au

Meet the NGINA Team
344-348 Annangrove Rd (PO Box 3013), Rouse Hill NSW 2155
T 02 9679 1472 info@ngina.com.au
www.ngina.com.au

CEO ~ David Foster
Chief Executive Officer
Key areas of expertise
• Adminsitration
• Operations
• Marketing

Contact
• Supply Chain technologies
• IT & System Implementation

BSDO ~ Bob Wynyard

M. 0409 202 075
E. david.foster@ngina.com.au

NIDO ~ Michael
Danelon

Dip.Hort, CNP
Business Skills Development Officer
(BSDO)

B.App.Sc. Hort, CNP
Nursery Industry Development
Officer (NIDO)

Key Areas
• Training & Education
• Retail expertise in management,
merchandising and marketing.
Contact
T. 0400 112 936
E. bob.wynyard@ngina.com.au

Key Areas
• Best Management Practice
• Invasive Plants, Pests & Diseases
• Legislative & Regulatory Issues
Contact T. 0400 010 049 E. michael.danelon@ngina.com.au

Des Boorman

Cassie Mast

Sharne Darbin

B. App. Sc.(Hort. Tech.) Nursery
Industry Development Officer (NIDO)

Membership & Communciations Officer

Human Resources & Event Coordinator

Key Areas
• Membership
• Nursery & Garden News
• Design &
promotion
Contact
E. cassie.mast@
ngina.com.au

Key Areas
• Green Expo Sydney (GES)
• Human Resources Advice

Key Areas
• Norther Rivers
• TweedBrunswick
Contact
T. 0427 775
086
E. des.
boorman@
ngina.com.au

Contact
E. sharne.
darbin@
ngina.com.au

WHS ~ Ron Widman

Nadine Venter

Work Health & Safety Co-ordinator

Executive Assistant/Admin Officer

Contact
Key Areas
T. 0438 645 754
• Legislation & Seminars
• Site Assesments & Training E. ron.widman@ngina.com.au

Key Areas
• Trade Day
• Training Co-ordinator

Erna Reynaers

Peter Bisoglio

Bookkeeper
Contact
E. erna.reynaers@ngina.com.au or accounts@ngina.com.au

Site Mantenance & Trade Day

Contact
E. info@ngina.com.au

Contact T. 0438 297 510
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Meet the NGINA Council
The Councillors of the Association comprise the Chairpersons or nominated representative of each Regional Branch or
Special Interest Group.
The Councillors form an essential link between the members and the NGINA Board of Directors. The council is made up of
representatives from all the Regional Groups and Special Interest Groups.

Councillors for the Regional
Groups
Contact the Chairperson in your region and find out what’s
happening in your area.
Central
Coast
Hunter
Regional
Group

Central
Coast
Hunter
Regional
Group

Central
Coast
Hunter
Regional
Group

Central Coast - Hunter/Newcastle
Gloria McConnell, Ramm Botanical
Central
Coast
Hunter
Regional
Group

E. gloria.mcconnell@ramm.com.au

South Coast
Lance Carr, Mountain Range Nursery
E. carr@mountainrange.com.au
Mid North Coast
John van der Ley, Vanderley Nursery
E. john@abundance.net.au
Northern Rivers
Tracey Knowland, Bangalow Wholesale
Nursery
E. bangalownursery@linknet.com.au
ACT & South West
Geoff Rapley, Rapleys Nursery
E. rapleysnursery@gmail.com

Special Interest Groups
Growers & Suppliers Group
Noel Deakin, Swane’s Nurseries Australia
E. ndeakin.swanes@bigpond.com.au
The Grower & Suppliers Group of NSW & ACT
exists to foster, develop and promote the combined ideals of
its members to the industry in conjunction with the NGINA.
Tubestock Growers
Val Bombardiere, Avondale Nurseries
E. valb@avondalenurseries.org.au
Working together for the promotion of high
quality tubestock for the betterment of the
industry.
NextGen
Maroun Maait, Alpine Treemovals
E. maroun@treemovals.com.au
NextGen is an industry networking and social group for
young people who work in the horticulture industry.
The group aims to build membership and become a forum
for its members to become more familiar within their chosen
career.

Tweed-Brunswick
Geoff Brown, Sunny Seedlings
E. sunnyseedlings@hotmail.com
Western
Michael Elbourn, Palmdale Nursery
E. palmdalenursery5@bigpond.com
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Advocacy in the Nursery Industry
Promoting Policy
Change
Advocacy is a strategy to influence
policy makers when they make laws
and regulations, distribute resources,
and make other decisions that affect
business and peoples’ lives. The
principal aims of advocacy are to create
policies, reform policies, and ensure
policies are implemented. There are
a variety of advocacy strategies we
use, such as discussing problems
directly with policy makers, delivering
messages through the media, or
strengthening the ability of local
groups to advocate.
The criteria used to determine
whether it is appropriate for the
NGINA to advocate an issue is as
follows;
• The issue is pertinent to the NGINA’s
goals and objectives as stated in its
Constitution and Bylaws.
• The importance of the issue warrants
the effort of NGINA directors, officers,
members, and staff to address it,
given the existence of other issues.
Urgency may be a factor if failure to
act will place a resource in jeopardy.
• Considerations include the
geographic limits of the issue and the
locations of experts able to prepare
an accurate position.
• Significant membership support for
action is evidenced or known, or the
reason why members are unaware of
the issue is legitimate.
• Alternative views on the issue and
the disposition of the document were
considered.
• A timely strategy and action plan can
be executed, and knowledgeable,
responsible people have been
identified to complete the action.
• Administrative resources and funds
to pursue the action to completion
are available or can be secured.
• Consideration has been given to
joint action of the NGINA with other
concerned organisations in order to
strengthen the position taken.
• There is a reasonable potential for
the NGINA to make a difference.

Recent
Advocacy
Agriculture Industry Action Plan
We have submitted two papers to Government instruments. One was
through consultation, the NSW Governments Agriculture Action Plan. This
will become a living document for the Minister to provide action and policy
and direct government resources. The Plan is being developed by a task
force.
The NSW Primary Industries Minister appointed the Agriculture IAP Taskforce
in April, 2013. The taskforce brings together our leading agriculture thinkers
from key beef and sheep, cropping and rural service sectors.
They consulted and put together a position paper for comment to the
agricultural industry sectors. We attended an industry workshop held in the
governments offices in July and after consultation have penned a response
to the Action Plan. The outcome of all the feedback across Agriculture will
result in a 10 Year planning document for the Government to work towards.

Road and Safety Remuneration
Tribunal
The second submission we made was to the Federally appointed Road and
Safety Remuneration Tribunal (RSRT). This body was formed in response
to the tragic deaths from unscrupulous transport operators a couple of
years back. Last year there was legislation brought into parliament and
passed. The tribunal was then formed and looked at what was occurring
by consulting with some industry operators (mostly large) and the trade
unions involved. To bring the act into effect they are required to develop
and introduce an order outlining the compliance requirements. This
was published without fanfare on their website on the 12th July with a
requirement that it be responded to by the 26th July. One of our astute
members picked up on this and alerted the association of the issue around
this draft bill. Once we had the opportunity to review it we realised the
massive impact this could have not only for our members who have
their own transport fleet but also anyone else involved in receiving or
despatching multiple shipments.
The implications for compliance in this bill are quite complex for any
business both large and small but particularly so in our industry that
operates with minimal staff levels. As this was a national issue I also advised
our colleagues in the other States. We also contacted the NSW Small
Business Commissioner who immediately saw the Order as being one that
simply was not suited to small business and quite onerous. By this time
enough entities had raised concerns about the short notice period and the
RSRT extended the deadline for submissions until the 1st August (generous
weren’t they!).
Based on the information supplied to us by two members and liaising with
the Australian Trucking Association NSW we responded on behalf of the
Nursery Industry (view the submission here)and also facilitated the response
of the NSW Small Business Commissioner on behalf of all small business
affected (view the submission here) and also go the RSRT’s website to see
the Order and all the submissions.
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incorporating

The challenge of providing a unique nursery and garden
industry expo event in Sydney was truly met at this year’s
GES, held at Rosehill Gardens on the 22nd and 23rd May.
With more than 1,000 people and 320 businesses involved
it surely rates as one of the biggest and best industry
gatherings for many years.
Visitor statistics indicated more buyers attended from
more companies, with the biggest increases being in the
landscaper sector. There were also significant increases
in attendance from local government and educational
institutions.
The industry was honoured by having the Premier of NSW
the Hon Barry O’Farrell open the expo. He and Katrina
Hodgkinson the Minister for Primary Industries and Small
Business took the opportunity to launch the New South
Wales Biosecurity strategy at the official opening.
An exciting feature of GES is Fusion Alley where a parade of
the industry’s newest plants and products are showcased.
Entries were judged on their innovation, performance,
consumer appeal and suitability to the industry. This year
Fusion was judged by Daniel Mansfield from Mansfield’s
Propagation Nursery, Jennifer Stackhouse, the editor
of Greenworld Magazine, and Robin Powell, freelance
journalist. A big thank you to all judges for their participation
and commitment, with all agreeing that selecting the
winners was a difficult task. Congratulations to all winners,
including Eyles Citrus, and Kenthurst Nursery both winners

of the Gold Greenlife Award, and Organic Crop Protectants
who received the Non Greenlife Gold Award.
The Best Exhibition Stand Awards were also judged by the
same panel of judges with criteria based on visual appeal,
professionalism, attention to detail and plant or product
quality. Congratulations to all winners and particularly to
RAMM Botanicals as Best in Show.
Another important attraction at GES was the Speakers
Corner, where over 200 industry members were provided
with valuable up to date knowledge on relevant topics
directly impacting and affecting our industry. Speaker’s
included Costa Georgiadis, ABC Gardening, Lucy Sharman,
City of Sydney Senior Project Officer and Ed Warburton,
Greenwall, Daniel Mansfield, Mansfield Propogation, John
Garrett and James Parnwell, Softcom Web Solutions, Rod
Turner, Plant Health Australia. Our thanks go to all speakers
for their time and commitment to providing such in depth
and insightful presentations on such a wide range of
important topics.
Congratulations must also go to the finalists of the National
Young Leader of the Year Award from NSW, Leigh Brennan
( Andreasens Green) and Sarah Peacock (Jamberoo Native
Nursery) who were presented with their awards at the
evening cocktail function. The eventual winner was Sarah,
with the presentation of the trophy and a cheque from
the Heather Rumsey foundation made by former state and
national board member Gary Eyles.

GES 2013 was a fantastic event, providing a showcase of the best products our industry has to offer and a marketing
opportunity to attract new buyers for our member businesses.
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NGINA State Conference
Meeting Customer Needs and a Healthier
Lifestyle Make Selling a Safer Bet

Terrigal Crowne Plaza was the
venue for this year’s NGINA
Make your business a safe bet!
NGINA Conference | 16-17 July 2013 | Terrigal
state conference on the 16th
and 17th July. With a theme of
Beating the Odds, the aim was
to arm attendees with ways to minimise the everyday risk in
their business.

the transformed conference facility to a dazzling casino
room. A sumptuous meal was served after some drinks and
appetisers, with chances for newcomers to the industry to
mingle with the seasoned professionals. But when the tables
were opened there was no holding back and it was literally
every person for themselves. It was great to see everyone
participate in the spirit of the evening.

Two very different key note speakers addressed different
aspects of business. First up, business consultant John Lees
gave an engaging talk built around satisfying customer
needs. He outlined how trying to satisfy customer wants
often fails because the customer doesn’t really know what
they want. This requires a salesperson to think creatively
about the real needs and how by going the extra mile they
will end up with a happy and very satisfied customer.

DAY 2 ~ Retail Tour

‘The measure of success is not what a customer buys but
the experience they have from it’. Download John Lees
Presentation Notes
By contrast Mark Bunn, the second keynote speaker looked
at personal health and well-being reflecting the need to
look after yourself and your employees to look after your
business! Following the natural cycles which human life
revolves around, we can all end up with more energy, vitality
and a far better state of mind.
Industry Updates
• After a sumptuous lunch overlooking the sparkling
clear waters of Terrigal beach, the afternoon sessions
involved industry updates and included the following
presentations:
• Lachlan Baird from Prime Super with an update on
changes in superannuation and a broad view of the
economy.
• Chris O’Connor from NGIA imparted his experience of
what to expect when dealing with buyers.
• NGIA’s Dr Anthony Kachenko outlined the latest industry
promotion which is to be launched
later this year with the exciting
new marketing theme of 20/20/20
vision. Perhaps the most exciting
attribute of this campaign is the
target of increase in greenlife
sales through influencing councils,
developers and architects.
• Finally Bob Wynyard gave a brief
outline of the eBusiness project he
has been managing under the DEC
Skills Enhancement program .

While retailers went to some of the production nurseries
visited by the main tour, they also took time out to visit two
Central Coast garden centres, both of which were busy due
to the outstanding sunny day.
Wyee Nurseries looked an absolute picture with a beautiful
array of plants and interesting merchandise supplemented
by all the usual allied products plus a diverse landscape
supply yard. Thanks to Adrian and Nichole and staff for
hosting the group and the most welcome coffee, scones and
pecan tarts.
Next stop was Lee Rowans at Ourimbah, where the group
met owner Richard Rowan and had a good look around.
This is based around a large landscape yard and is obviously
a popular spot for many gardeners in the area with a
magnificent café as well.
NGINA State Conference Retail Tour Lee Rowan’sNGINA State
Conference Retail Tour Wyee

DAY 2 ~ Production Tour
Firstly to all the businesses that allowed our members into
their operations I extend our warmest gratitude. It is no easy
or comfortable decision to allow the open door attitude that
we observed while on these visits. Growers were extremely
generous with access and information. We wouldn’t have
such great tours without their support.

Time to Relax
After a long hard day, it was time
to relax. The evening started with
a bang as the crowd stepped into
15

Win, Win, Win at the
Australian Garden
Show Sydney
Opportunities Abound for
Industry at Garden Show
Several key factors surrounding this event compelled us to
embrace it:

Designer of the Year and Chelsea Flower Show judge,
Andrew Fisher Tomlin.

• The focus was on plants and gardens targeting home
owners. This aligns well with NGINA’s core value of
industry promotion.
• The credentials of those involved with the conception,
planning and organisation were second to none.
• In addition the organisers took an uncompromising
approach in their pursuit of a high quality event with
‘Chelsea’ style aspirations.
• It would be hard to find a more beautiful and appealing
setting than the spacious grounds of Sydney’s iconic
Centennial Park.
• Finally, funding from the NSW Government through
Destination NSW, which it is believed will run over three
years, underpins the establishment of a sustainable event.

The keys to success

The outcome
The standard of gardens and exhibits was high and the
crowds of more than 25,000 contained a high percentage
of informed gardeners who were there to appreciate plants
and gardens.
The biggest thrill of all went to Brendan Moar, designer of
the NGINA sponsored garden, ‘Suspended’, as he scooped
the pool with a Gold award, Best in Show and People’s
Choice! The judging panel contained international award
winners and the criteria used were based on the Chelsea
Flower Show. As a result the garden often had crowds four
deep and was the most photographed garden at the show.
Not only was this a feather in the cap for Brendan, it was a
boost for garden lovers, aspiring designers and the industry.
On hand was a strong line-up of national and international
landscapers, gardeners, chefs, designers and architects,
giving Sydney the opportunity to rival some of the world’s
biggest and most successful gardening events. “As a first
time event, this show has really impressed the gardening
world at large. The quality of the gardens, exhibitors and
presenters has been outstanding,” said NGHA UK Garden

Special thanks to Brendan Moar whose vision and attention
to detail contributed to a magnificent design. Having been
given the broad brief of Plants Enhance Life, Brendan
developed ‘Suspended’, where plants are included as a
key part of the design in all sorts of creative ways, rather
than the status quo of building a space and adding the
plants later. Brendan also had loyal support from a team of
tradespeople, suppliers and helpers who were always there
when needed and put in many hours at no cost to get the
structure and garden completed with perfection.
In particular we wish to acknowledge and thank:
• Concept Interiors, Eco Outdoor, FRG Bagnall Pty Ltd,
Palmer Building, Rhystyle Landscapes, The Art of Tiles and
Water Logic
• Alpine Treemovals, Andreasens Green, Botanica and
Paradise Nurseries, Burbank Nurseries, Elegant Outdoors,
Oasis Horticulture, Ramm Botannicals and Valley View
Nursery

What this means for the
industry
While from an industry perspective there was an
opportunity to promote to a quality audience, individual
businesses had a four day window to promote their wares as
well. To this end NGINA members were offered a special rate
to exhibit at the show. A number of members took up the
offer and from all accounts were happy with the outcome.
Looking at the big picture, the AGSS represents a huge
opportunity for the industry. It is important it is now
nurtured and given the support it deserves. Given that it
will be held on the corresponding week next year, anyone
interested in capitalising on this great opening week would
be wise to start planning now.
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Wariapendi Farm Nursery, winner
Best Small Production Nursery

Colourwise Nursery winners of the Best Plant Label

Bangalow Wholesale Nursery, Merit
Best Small Production Nursery
Sprint Horticulture winners of the Best Point of Sale Signage

Ramm Botanicals, winner
Propagation Category
Colourwise Nursery winners of the Best Newsletter

Poppy’s Garden
Centre winners of
the Best Medium
Garden Centre
Tim’s Garden
Centre winners
of the Best Large
Garden Centre

Elegant Outdoors
winners of the
Best Small Garden
Centre

NGINA 2012-13 Award
Winners
NGINA State Category Awards
• Allied Supplier Award: Winner – Grange Growing Solutions
• Environment Award: Winner - Cameron’s Nursery
• Marketing Campaign Award: Winner -Sprint Horticulture
• Small Marketing Awards
• Best Plant Label: Winner – Colourwise Nursery
• Best Point of Sale Signage: Winner – Sprint Horticulture
• Best Newsletter: Winner - Colourwise Nursery
• Best Website: Winner – Sprint Horticulture

David Cliffe,
NGINA Life
Member &
Tubestock
Growers
Pepetual Award

NGINA Production Nursery Awards
• Best Small Production Nursery Award: Winner – Wariapendi
Farm Nursery
• Best Small Production Nursery Award: Merit – Bangalow
Wholesale Nursery
• Best Propagation Nursery Award: Winner - Ramm Botanicals

Judy Horton,
Award Of Merit

NGINA Best NSW & ACT Garden Centre Awards
• Best Small Garden Centre: Winner – Elegant Outdoors
• Best Medium Garden Centre: Winner – Poppy’s Garden Centre
• Best Large Garden Centre: Winner - Tim’s Garden Centre

NGINA Awards of Honour
David Cliffe - Life Member; Tubestock Growers Perpetual Award
For someone who has achieved so much, it is passed time for
David Cliffe to officially receive state recognition for a multitude
of achievements. If anything he has flown above the radar where
his accomplishments provided benefits at a national level for the
good of all. This doesn’t diminsh the significant contribution to
propagation practices, his willingness to share knowledge. It is also a
credit to David that he represents the industry on the HAL board.
Judy Horton - Award Of Merit
As one of a select minority of people who never miss an
opportunity to spread the horticultural gospel, Judy does this
better than most. She delivers her message firmly with a smile and a
reason why. Judy has contributed to and continues to promote the
industry across all media.

Noel Deakin,
Outstanding
Service to a Region
or Special Interest
group

Costa Georgiadis – Allan Seale Award
With Costa’s belief in the benefits of gardening it would be hard
to find a better candidate for this award. Costa’s gardening, unlike
many other garden experts always starts below the ground and
works up to the tasty bits. Looking after the soil first ensures the rest
will follow and the world will surely be a better place.
Noel Deakin – Outstanding Service to a Region or Special
Interest group
Organising the Growers and Suppliers group is not an easy task. It
requires dedication, persistence, a calm hand and a balanced view
of the industry. Noel used all of these attributes and has used them
to steer the amalgamation of the Growers and Allied Groups to a
more meaningful and worthy group over the past 6 years.

Ben Swane,
Auscitrus Award

Ben Swane – Auscitrus Award
Auscitrus first started in 1928 to supply citrus seed and propagation
material to citrus growers all over Australia and internationally.
In 1993 Ben became involved; Auscitrus would not be here today if
we didn’t have visionaries like him. His devotion, commitment and
passion are just incredible. It is for these reasons he was award.
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NGINA Partners
Many of the activities and events for 2012~13 would not be
possible without the generous support of our partners

Platinum

Gold

Silver
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